
Troubleshooting  
Photographic Records

4. Have the patient use two retractors 
to keep the lip from collapsing. When 
taking photos, if we can utilize the Y-
C retractors, this allows us to pull the 
retractor back and get better images. 
*Notice the retractors are blue.

5. In this image, the operator is not 
using wire retractors.
Not only do we not see all the teeth, 
but we are also unable to see the 
arch form.

6. In this image you will see the 
operator is not wearing any 
gloves. You should always practice 
OSHA compliance.
For occlusal images always use 
wire retractors and make sure you 
get all the patient’s teeth in the 
image.

1. Look at the back of our placemat and
troubleshoot a few images. The first image
you'll notice that the patient's hair is over
their ears. That is not an actual profile
image.
For the profile image, we always move or
tie back the hair out of the way so we can
see everything. The ear should always be
in the center of the photo.

2. In the second image, you never use
colored retractors that could be
distracting. By using clear retractors,
your eyes will go straight to the teeth.
With colored retractors-blue, red, white,
the eye will go directly to the retractor.
This particular retractor has a tongue
depressor used to hold back the tongue
and prevents the patient from being able
to close fully. We also need space for our
mirror when doing the mirror shots.

3. The third image you will notice
something is in the teeth, Impression
material. Our sequence of records should
always begin with photos for this very
reason. Take impressions next on our
patients. Never submit these valuable
photos with impression material stuck
between the teeth.
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Mirrors

Photography  
for Case Submission

Wire Retractors

Clear 
Retractors

Profile, Smile, and Repose
Use a non-distracting background: 
blue, grey, black, and brown all work 
well. Have the patient stand with 
hands at their sides.

Hint: Use the interpupillary line and 
long axis of the face to align the 
camera. Camera angle should be at 
the same level as the patient’s nose.

Upper and Lower Occlusal 
Use Wire Retractors and Mirror. 
Capture all teeth. 
The wider the patient opens, the 
more teeth  will be in the frame. 
Keep nose out  of the picture.       
The full arch mirror should rest flat 
against the opposing arch teeth.

Retracted Biting Together             
Patient is seated knee to knee 
facing the assistant. Both the 
patient’s and photographer’s chair 
are at the same  level.
Focus: Centrals for straight  
on views. 
Focus: on Canine for Buccal View.

Retracted Teeth Seperated 
Patient is seated knee to knee facing the 
assistant. 
Both patient’s and photographer’s 
chair are the same  level,
Focus: on Centrals for straight  
on views. 
Focus: on Canine for Buccal Views.
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